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About This Game

Have you always dreamed of being a true hero of a medieval fantasy world? If the answer is yes, then you are in luck because
you are in a world like this now! Also, you are a woodcutter and you are alone! You are fearless, have a sharp ax always ready to

cut a wood or face your enemies. Everyone needs a hero here, and this is in their destiny. But ... There's always a problem.

There were ages ago the world was destroyed by the clash of two gods who represented good and evil. A lot of time has passed,
and men are trying to structure a new civilization, but when everything seemed normal, strange creatures began to emerge,

modifying the behavior of animals and affecting the lifestyle of the men who inhabit this world.

This is where your journey begins! But I will not be easy, in Bravery: Rise of the Last Hero, you play with Sven d'Vali, a simple
woodcutter with a high sense of justice and incredible will to become a hero, who uses his strength to liberate the world Of evil.

On his journey he knows many places, faces several enemies in a melee real-time combat, makes and helps friends, can find
epic treasures and unravel mysteries to aid the adventure.

 Main features:

Find and collect different equipment to increase the powers of your hero.
Take on various enemies and get a chance to win valuable rewards by defeating them.

Classic adventure-action with several different regions to explore.
In the open world, you will never be safe. Enemies come from all sides to face him.

 Coming soon:

Item Manufacturing System: You can find materials to create new items or improve your equipment.
Allies System: You can find allies to join your group and help you tackle more powerful challenges. At each level of heroism

will be unlocked a new hero follower.
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Mini Games: You will find several mini games to get rare items and important information to continue your journey.
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Title: Bravery: Rise of The Last Hero
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Magic Dungeon Studio
Publisher:
Magic Dungeon Studio
Release Date: 25 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel Pentium IV 2.4 GHz or AMD 3500+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon X1900 (Integrated Video Cards not recommended)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX-compatible sound card

English
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bravery rise of the last hero

This game is heavily underrated. I don't fault players for not trying it out though - the cover for the game is really bad nor are
the in-game graphics and animation really attractive.

That being said, the actual game is pretty damn good. Not mechanically, but the game does so much things right.
- The story is pretty good actually
- Game kept me interested in what happens next
- The dialogue is simple, but charming and funny (although prepare for a lot of puns about being dead)
- The details are delightful (an item that looks like Rudolph the Raindeer nose that lights up when the enemy is near, boots that
leave glowing footstep trail)
- The UI and UE are made pretty well. I mean even when maps are small you can choose to fast travel to points of interest
(Pillars of Eternity 2, take note).

There was only one annoying thing about the game and that was very late in the game (doors with timers).

All in all, I had low expectations judging from the screenshots, but the game is much better than it initially seems.
. Very fun to play and it has its funny glitches XD
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Y6mL_8KZMk
. Nice game. Good to waste your time with him. :wonziu:. Avoid. Bad textures, confusing and horrible gameplay, and extremely
bad performance. a great mathematical roguelike. not for everyone but i think it's worth a try!
. This game is allot like mincraft on steroids good game though!. I purchased Chapter 2 because Chapter 1, which came off as
essentially a playable prologue, managed to set up the atmosphere and story threads to imply a much larger mystery brewing
under the surface. We're now at the end of the second act and that's STILL all that's happened. Lots of implications of heavy
stuff with almost no payoff. You can't just spend an entire story stringing the audience along, especially if you're charging
seperately for each act.

Personally, I'm not going to be suckered into buying Chapter 3 based on this pattern.. All jokes aside... I bought this for the
meme just like everyone else, but I just finished it?? and the story makes little to no since and the first puzzle took me about an
hour so after that the game was about an hour long and its not finished?? Im really honestly confused from the english being
really bad (which it tells you early on) but also the story in general just goes completely nowhere and just keeps introducing new
charecters and finally ends. I think its funny that all the charecters are gay men even though their animations are hot chicks but
thats about the only thing I liked about this game. Theres nothing really disturbing remotely so ignore the warnings at the
beginning. In all honesty I think this game is just a huge joke and isnt supposed to even remotely make any since, and if so I
guess good job. So to those buying "for the meme" just prepare for a few small laughs and than pretty much dissapointment
with yourself. 7/10. Fun little game, not a bad price. If you like games with daily challenges, games that challenge you to
improve upon yourself within the limits of said game, and the ability to make your own tracks. This is potentially for you.

First impressions i was rather surprised, you can change from top down view to traditional follow the car view. Track builder is
weak, and could use some improvement. Lots of different car choices, and a decent amount of coins to start you off. Each car
has a sub-category that has different mods, and attributes. Some cars are very easy to get the hang of while others will throw you
into the wall until you get the handling down just right.

If your taking a break from another game, and you just want a quick arcade game to play for a few minutes, this is very good at
being that. Don't expect great graphics, and the driving controls could use some work. On the plus side, i had fun with this and
found it worth the price tag. If you want a budget game that has no microtransactions, and online play. This could also be for
you. Basically you race ghosts of other players, you can keep challenging them over and over again while new ones appear. This
is deffinitly a one more run game.

Overall, it's decent. Don't go in expecting much and you will be fine.

Some updates, been playing this thing a while now. Sam the admin is actively working to improve the game, and is listening to
our suggestions. I am rather surprised at how hooked on this game i am, and always look forward to taking on the next track of
the day. It is incredibly challenging to get a top time, and although I'm all over the leaderboards i still need some work.
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Advice for newbies:
For new players, concentrate on one car and get the top varient you can afford. The Pike, and Turin in my opinion are the most
challenging to master especially on tight tracks. Start with the Symphony or Marley if your after a top time. The daily track
changes around 6:30pm EST, and most people post crazy times by about 2 hours before the track of the day changes. Don't be
shocked if someone crushes your time with a better varient or a crazy driving line. It can be daunting but each track takes a lot
of practice before you can find your top average times. Good luck and remember to have fun, that is what's important.
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its a great game about you being god and douing whatewer you want. You play as a crow running a hotel, what more could you
want?. very epic gta clone. EDIT March 2018: Per Dryspace's comment on this review, I looked up BridgetFisher's review and
tried the fix for the resolution issue I had. With that fix in place, I was able to play the game and finish it, though I doubt I'll
complete the Extended Play in Jirard-style completionism.

So, I change my review to a recommend with that. The plot is basically non-existent, but the antagonist's voice acting is some of
the best I've encountered in an HO game. The various game modes give this game a bit of something different.

------------

First, I'll admit that I bought this on sale for not more than two dollars, probably less. While I give the game much credit for the
idea and an actually interesting antagonist, I got tired of the game very quickly. The reason for that wasn't the game play, but the
lack of an actual fullscreen mode. The scenes are repetitive, but the various types of games helped with that.

If I didn't have to have the screen next to my face to see what was going on, I would have probably finished the game at least. It
seems a bit nitpicky, but that's a deal breaker in this case.. I want my money back
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